WIN D SOR LOCK S, CT.: STRATEG IC SHIF T TOWARDS M ASTERY LEARNING

Advisory program
implemented with
weekly character/
developmental guidance
curriculum combined
with activity period

Institutionalized practice of visible learning visits to calibrate all internal stakeholders on key instructional look-fors on observation rubric:
Teachers visiting teachers, leaders visiting teachers, and families and other schools visting classrooms.
All district schools begin separating
Habits of Scholarship (HOS) from
Academic grades—continues today

Problem identified:
Low achievement due
to low quality of
instruction
HS Principal: “Kids
come to school to
watch teachers work” =
Low Expectations

Prior to 2011,
there was
movement
towards more
“equitable”
systems of
intervention, but
primarily in the
form of
Differentiated
Instruction to get
kids to perform
better on state
assessments.
In 2007–08
academic levels
collapsed
from 5 to 3

May–Aug
Nine characteristics
of HP Schools
Intensive PD planning
for pedagogy
improvement

Jul
Pivotal moment:
State of CT recalibrated
Accountability Index for
schools which placed
WLPS in 30 lowest
performing districts in the
state. State-mandated and
supervised improvement
plan with grant money

2011

2012

Aug
Implemented
Extended Day/Year
intervention
program—developed
collaboratively with
Teacher Union.

Started “OpenMic on Education”—greater outreach with video newsletters to highlight
promising practices in the classroom and throughout the school

Teams of teachers and
leaders attended League
of Innovative Schools
meetings facilitated by
Great Schools
Partnership. Initial
plans developed to have
class of 2020 change to
MBL and Grading.

2013

Aug
PD: Finalize
district-wide
graduation
competencies
using World
Cafe Protocol
with all teachers
PK-12

Jan–Jul
Continued Planning,
and Implementation
of Long Range
Plan/Instructional
Improvement
Strategies

Aug–Dec
Implement PD plans,
observe and give
feedback (intense
focus on classroom
visitation)

Aug
All teacher reflective
PD: Describe your best
lesson, what attributes
did you include, what
strategies did you use?
When was learning at
its peak? This
compilation of
teacher-generated
strategies informed
new Teacher
Evaluation System instructional rubric.

May
Final parent workshop
declaration (Supt.
Wayne Sweeney):
“Every graduate of
Windsor Locks in years
2020 and beyond will
earn a diploma based
on mastery of
competencies rather
than seat time”
Jul
First Innovation
Summit held with
state and district
leaders, teachers,
students, and parents
to identify priorities
and gather input into
continued design of
MBL system

Hired new HS Principal.
Current HS Principal
promoted to Asst. Supt.
to replace Susie, who is
promoted to Supt.
Mar
Early innovator
teacher group
development
first draft
policies

Jan–Jul
All grades 5–12*
teachers begin
developing
graduation
competencies over
three months

Jul
Second
Innovation
Summit
held

>

Raider Block (Advisory) officially implemented to provide personalization, intervention,
enrichment and extension to all students 9-12
Jun
Relevant
grade policies
reflecting MBL
unanimously
adopted
by BOE

Jul ‘15–Jun ’16
Exemplar MBL policies
reviewed by multiple
stakeholders—long
vetting process

2015

2014

CCSS/CURRICULAR REVISION ONGOING
Feb–May
Input/feedback
from 400+
stakeholders to
develop
Long-Range Plan

Negotiated with the Union to have Advisory as one of
each teacher’s 5 assigned classes at the high school

ROUND 2 REVISION

>

NGSS STARTING

2016
>

Hartford Foundation
Grant awarded (for
implementation of Pathways
to Graduation
to align with MBL)

2017

Nov–May
Student-led
conferences
conducted for all
students both
semesters

By now, 95%
of teachers
have the skills
to implement
MBL and
Grading

2018

RAMP UP NGSS

Mar–Jun
1st Cohort of Teachers
engage in what is now
called EL Education
(formerly Expeditionary
Learning) Assessment
in Daily Instruction
Institutes

Aug–Dec
6th grade teachers establish
new grading system at middle
school with district
guidance/input

Feb–Apr
Student-led
conferences
implemented
across district;
negotiated
with Union

Jul
Nellie Mae
offers Community
Engagement Grant/
Technical Assistance to
WLPS to support MBL

Jan
Pivotal moment:
Moved off “lowest
30” list!

Jan
Begin work on
formalizing Mastery
scoring criteria with Great
Schools Partnership

Ongoing meetings with parents/community about change and policies

Equity re-focus: Inclusion of equity strategies in DIP/SIP’s designed to help all
stakeholders understand the need for equitable educational experiences
versus simply equal. iNACOL definition invoked in planning, and solicited
support through Saint Joseph University School of Education with specific PD
around understanding privilege.

Third Innovation Summit:
What’s working, what’s
not? How do we keep
the best and correct
unintended
consequences?

* Why the whole district? All educators must focus teaching and learning on fulfilling
the vision of the graduate, so curriculum, instruction, and assessment must be
aligned to support this endeavor PK-12
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Professional sharing and learning of instructional strategies and grading supports between teams of teachers at each grade level as 2020 students move up each year.

